
Fallout Wasteland Warfare: Thematic army lists- Caesar’s Legion 

Thematic army lists are designed to give players of a chosen faction a lore friendly sheet of 

equipment, perks, units and limitations on what can be used depending on the setting of the battle. 

This will allow players to create interesting solo games and multiplayer campaigns on the tabletop, 

recreating small engagements to major historical tales in the Fallout series, or even make your own 

stories.  

Caesar’s Legion Faction list 

The following table shows what units you can take as part of your gang pool of caps to spend. On the 

left of each unit is a list of options that you can choose to equip your chosen unit with (note: all 

models in the selected unit must pick the same options unless the card is a unique item/equipment). 

Unique units are represented with a “ ”, you may only choose one per unique unit.  

In some cases, I’ve had to use creative liberties when creating the faction list as certain units don’t 

have official models and rules yet (as of July 2022). In such cases I’ve made substitute units with the 

unit in (*), and similar units made into one. Some options shown may not have an official card yet, 

though these options are listed in this PDF for future use when Modiphius includes these weapons 

and items in a future wave release. 

Cap cost for units and options were left out due to the fact that they will be changed constantly with 

FAQ updates by Modiphius Entertainment, although you can find the official cap cost on Modiphius 

Entertainments official website in the downloads page, or alternatively, you can check out the 

official Fallout Wasteland Warfare app which will also list the cap costs of units and items. 

 

Units Options 

Legate Lanius Blade of the East, Incendiary Grenades 

 Vulpes Inculta Ripper 

 Lucius Ballistic Fist 

 Joshua Graham (The Burned Man) A light Burning in the Darkness 

Centurion Chainsaw, Shotgun, Thermal Lance, Marksman Carbine 

Vexillarius Machete, Service Rifle, Sniper Rifle 

Praetorian Guard Ballistic Fist 

Veteran Decanus Machete, Machete Gladius, .10mm SMG, .127mm SMG, 
12.7mm Pistol 

Prime Legionary .44 Magnum Revolver, Lever Action Shotgun, Hunting Rifle, 
Sawed off Shotgun, Police Baton, Hunting Shotgun, Fire Axe 

Recruit Legionary Throwing Spear, Machete, .10mm Pistol, .9mm Pistol, 
Cowboy Repeater, Single Shotgun, .357 Revolver, Varmint 
Rifle 

Legion Mongrel  Mongrel Bite, Dog Bandana, Chain Dog Collar 

Hound Master Machete, .44 Magnum Revolver 

Legion Scout Hunting Rifle 

Legion Explorer Spear 

Tech Slave (Change faction to Caesar’s 
Legion instead of Super mutants) 

Combat Shotgun 

Tribal Allies (Settler)  Spear, Throwing Spear, Nail Board, Tire Iron 

Allied Settlers/Frumentarii Spies 
(Settler)  

.10mm Pistols, Cowboy Repeater, Hunting Rifle 

Hired Mercenary’s (Raider)   Combat Shotgun, Hunting Rifle, .10mm Pistol, Frag 
Grenades, Frag Mines 



Fallout Wasteland Warfare: Thematic army lists- Caesar’s Legion 

Thematic lists 

These lists are designed to be used as a quick, lore friendly gang lists that fits within a cap pool limit, 

rounding up to the nearest 100’s. You may add additional weapons, perks, leader and item cards to 

the squad. You cannot however add new units and increase existing units in the list, and you may 

only play that list without additional units, even if its separate from the list (for example, the low 

level assassin squad totals to 306 caps, leaving you with 94 caps spare to add any additional 

customization to your squad, but cannot be increased in squad numbers). 

Legion Assassin Squads 

The following is based on the Assassin Squads who go in search of the most wanted profligates, out 

into the Mojave Desert, as seen in Fallout: New Vegas. 

Low level Assassin squad- (Total= 306 caps) 

▪ Veteran Decanus with Machete Gladius= 65 caps 

▪ Prime Legionaries (x2) one with Hunting Shotgun and Fire Axe and the other with Hunting 

Rifle and Fire Axe= 125 caps 

▪ Vexillarius with Sniper Rifle= 116 caps 

Mid level Assassin squad- (Total= 373 caps)  

▪ Centurion with Thermal Lance and Marksman Carbine= 135 caps 

▪ Prime Legionary with Hunting Shotgun and Fire Axe= 57 caps 

▪ Veteran Decanus with 12.7mm Pistol and Machete Gladius= 65 caps 

▪ Vexillarius with Sniper Rifle= 116 caps 

High Level Assassin squad- (Total= 306 caps) 

▪ Praetorian Guard with Ballistic Fist= 68 caps 

▪ Prime Legionary with Hunting Shotgun and Fire Axe= 57 caps  

▪ Veteran Decanus with Machete Gladius and 12.7mm Pistol= 65 caps 

▪ Vexillarius with Sniper Rifle= 116 caps 

Legion Invasion Force  

This list is designed to include both the core and veteran boxsets into one big Skirmish force on the 

tabletop.  

▪ Centurion with Thermal Lance and Marksman Carbine= 135 caps 

▪ Vexillarius with Sniper Rifle= 116 caps  

▪ Hound Master with Machete= 64 caps  

▪ Legion Mongrel (x2)= 120 cap  

▪ Veteran Decanus with Machete Gladius and 12.7mm Pistol= 65 caps  

▪ Recruit Legionary (x2) with Machete and Cowboy Repeater= 84 caps  

▪ Prime Legionary (x3) with Fire Axes, one Hunting Shotgun and Hunting Rifles= 193 caps  

▪ Legionary Scout with Hunting Rifle= 75 caps  

▪ Legionary Explorer with Spear= 50 caps  

▪ Praetorian Guard with Ballistic Fist= 68 caps  

Total: 970 caps 

[This PDF is not officially endorsed nor supported by Modiphius Entertainment, nor is it officially supported by Bethesda Games Studios and Microsoft 

Studios who hold the IP rights to the Fallout series. This is a fan made expansion supplement for Fallout Wasteland Warfare tabletop wargame, no income 

will ever be made on this PDF, as it is designed for free to be shared with the Fallout Wasteland Warfare community] 


